
O
nApril 11,  Honourable Norm Letnick was sworn in as
the new Minister of Agriculture. He has replaced Pat
Pimm who has been away from the Ministry and

Legislature due to illness.
Minister Letnick has shown willingness to take control of his

new portfolio, and in particular proposed Bill 24: Agricultural
Land Commission Amendment Act. Public consultation about
the contents of this Bill has been lacking and public
pressure has been brought to bear. In a new move
Minister Letnick has begun discussions,
starting with the BC Agriculture Council. 

Agricultural Land
Commission

For the past 40 years the Agricultural
Land Reserve (ALR) has protected the
agricultural value of the land in its
boundaries. When British Columbians
have been asked whether they support
protecting those agricultural values and land
for food security, 95% say yes.

Changing weather patterns across the planet and
increased transportation costs are putting our global food supplies
at risk. We all know that food is more secure when produced closer
to home. Yet, if Bill 24 passes, British Columbians will be forced to
rely more on food produced outside the province.

As long as grocery store shelves are stocked, and food is a
reasonable price, we are content. Even though we are regularly
reminded that at any time Vancouver Island only has enough food
for 72 hours, we remain comfortable. (Food supplies in the rest of
British Columbia are only slightly more secure.)

Consultation-Not
When the provincial government decided to update the Water

Act, they consulted British Columbians and reported that they
received 3,000 comments that they incorporated into Bill 18
(introduced in March).

As a result of the engagement Bill 18 received a warm welcome
inside the legislature and out. Despite Bill 18’s imperfections the
government properly engaged the public, stakeholders and experts.

The same could not be said for the government’s approach to
the Agricultural Land Commission (ALC) and its plan for the

‘adaptation’ of 90% of farmland in the Agricultural Land Reserve
(ALR). To date there has been no open and consultative approach,
instead the government drafted legislation in secret cabinet
meetings.

Core Review Again
Why is Bill 24 even necessary? In 2010 Auditor General John Doyle
released an audit and Richard Bullock, the newly appointed Chair
of the Agricultural Land Commission, completed an internal core

review. 
Using these reports the ALC has began
implementing the recommendations, and the BC
Government invested $3 million in the ALC’s
‘modernization’ in Budget 2013.

However, last summer, Honourable Bill
Bennett, Minister of Mines and Minister
Responsible for the Core Review (which is tasked
with evaluation of all government programs and
services) announced: ‘We’re going to look at some

sacrosanct things, like certain agencies. We’re going
to look at the Agricultural Land Reserve and the

Agricultural Land Commission.’
Throughout the weeks following, the BC Government

delivered a public process that Vaughn Palmer accurately described
as a ‘rushed exercise in ad hockery.’

When internal cabinet documents were leaked last November
we were given a glimpse of what the governments intentions were.
In response to growing concern, Minister Bennett reassured British
Columbians that, ‘Nothing that the core review process could
potentially do would reduce the protection for farmland in British
Columbia’ ¬ ‘Bottom line. There is nothing that we would
contemplate that would reduce or undermine the central principle
of the Agricultural Land Reserve, which is the protection of
farmland and the sustainability of farming.’ 

However, on January 20, then Agriculture Minister Pat Pimm
responded that his government was committed ‘to protect the most
productive agricultural land.’ That is, however, not the mandate of
the ALC—its mandate is to protect and enhance all land within the
ALR.

All the while, Minister Bennett has made a concerted effort to
diminish the value of land outside the Lower Mainland, Okanagan
and Vancouver Island. 
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Public input for ALR changes urgently neededAdam Olsen

‘The
government’s

message is clear, 90%
of agricultural land in

British Columbia, the land in
the north and southeast is

poor quality, and
unsuitable for

agriculture. This is
absurd.’



While announcing Bill 24, Minister Bennett said, ‘Folks, I’ve
been waiting a long time to say this…There’s a huge, diverse land
base out there that, frankly, the media and probably the urban
public is largely unaware of…. There is some land within the
agricultural land reserve that actually is useless to agriculture….
That land could be located in a region where there’s six months of
winter, in some cases the land is covered by forest. I’ve seen land
within the reserve that’s mountainous. It’s steep. It’s rocky. It’s
swampy. It has really poor-quality soil and no feasible access to
water.’

The government’s message is clear, 90% of agricultural land in
British Columbia, the land in the north and southeast is poor
quality, and unsuitable for agriculture. This is absurd. 

While the highest quality land is in southern British Columbia,
there is plenty of quality agricultural production in the north and
southeast. The Ministry of Agriculture website proudly announces
that 85-90% of grain production in the province occurs in the Peace
River region.

None of the concerns Minister Bennett has raised require the
proposed changes contained in Bill 24; all of them can be addressed
with the current powers of the Commission to undertake boundary
reviews. 

An Opportunity Which Must Be
Grasped

Public pressure has created an opening with a new minister. You
can help by writing to Minister Letnick,
norm.letnick.mla@leg.bc.ca, to delay consideration of Bill 24: the
ALC Amendment Act until such time as a robust and
comprehensive public consultation is completed. 

Also write letters to the editor (local weeklies as well as dailies),
your MLA, and call in to talk shows.  You can find your MLA’s
details online at: http://www.leg.bc.ca/mla/3-1-1.htm.

You can also sign this petition:
www.greenparty.bc.ca/foodisapublicinterest_petition0
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